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Functionality and purpose

Prestashop Cloud Translation is a module developed by 4Webs, designed to make easier
the multi-language catalog management under multi-language  environments, making the
management easier and saving a great amount of time.

From the module configuration page,  you can define the translation engine,  and make
massive product or categories translation at the same time.

Technical description and requirements

Version: 1.0.6

Prestashop compatibility: 1.6.0.6 – 1.7.7.0

Special  requirements: A developer account for Google Cloud Platform, DeepL or Azure
Translator service.

Configuration and install

In first place, you need to upload the zip file to the module manager in your Prestashop
back office.

Also, you can extract the zip in your computer and upload the module into the modules
folder in your ftp.

In the next pages we explain how to configure the module and how to use it to translate
the categories, products, features and CMS pages.
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To access the module configuration page, you need to go to the Module manager, and the
search our module, when located, press the “configure” button.
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In the module’s configuration page first page, you can configure the main two parameters.

1  → The translation  engine that  the module will  use,  for  example:  Google  Translation
Engine, Azure Translator or DeepL

2  → The selected service API credentials.

Now, behind the “API key” you will find a chart with the characters used by service and by
month, in order to control the service quotas.
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To get the google credentials you will need to go to: cloud.google.com

Using the side-menu, open it and go to the services section.
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Choose / select the “Cloud Translation API” to continue, you’ll need to enable the API in
order to be capable of create credentials.
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Once created, you need to click “MANAGE” to access the API key page.
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In the top bar click on “Create credentials” when you do it,  you’ll  see a popup with the
credential.
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If  you  want  to  use  the  Azure  translator  instead  the  Google,  you  need  to  go  to
portal.azure.com.

Using the searcher, please, search “Translator” this is the easiest way to find the service
over all the Azure cloud services.

Choose the “Translator” option to continue.
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Create a new resource and fill the information to continue.
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Once the instance is created (that can take a couple of minutes) please, search the “Keys
and endpoint” in the sidebar.
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You can use the first or second key, Azure creates two for you.
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But if you prefer the DeepL engine, go to the DeepL website.

Click over the “Begin free trial” fill the account information and invoicing data.

When the account is created, copy and paste the new api key into the module.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND DISCLAIMER!  The previous explained services isn’t free,
and you can commit into charges and expenses.

4Webs isn’t responsible of any cost derivated of the module use.
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In  the  module  configuration  tabs  you  will  be  able  to  configure  the  different  Product,
Categories, Features and CMS configurations.

In every tab you can configure which fields will be translated for every “Entity”
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If you scroll-down the page, you can see the interface.

You  can  configure  the  massive  translation,  choose  which  product  categories  will  be
translated.

You can also select the origin language and destiny languages.
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The dictionary is a feature that allows to correct the common mistakes that the Translator
engines usually make, when a word or expression is wrongly translated it will be replaced
by the word you choose.

You  can  setup  the  word  or  expression  and  the  replaced  one,  also  you  can  do  this
procedure lang by lang.

The dictionary expressions can be applied for all the inputs or only for a specified one, for
example “Description short”.
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Also you can translate the product one by one.

To do this, you need to locate the “Translate product” button.
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It will open a popup to configure the product translation, this is a really similar gui to the
massive translation one.

Choose the origin language, and the destiny language (or languages) the working method
and then,  click  on  the  “Translate”  button,  An  alert  will  be  shown when the  process is
finished.
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The translations mechanism is the same as the products, the only difference is the button,
in this case is located in the top bar (at the right).

The same popup will be shown.
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Developer notes

Prestashop Cloud Translation is a module that don’t use overrides or modifies any class or
original controllers.
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